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F

irstly apologies for hanging this issue on such a flimsy premise
as the Bodyguard TV drama. It is OK though, we have spun it out
into something much more interesting and that is bullet proof
cars. Bodyguard was filmed just a few miles away from the FCM
offices and we did put in an official request to film and interview, but
BBC were a bit sniffy about it all.
You might be interested to know that 18% of our readers are
women through our brilliant main sponsors, motoreasy. It may not
sound a lot, but compared to magazines with cars in them, that's
probably 17% more. Indeed, our ever popular "Get the Look', the
BTTC and DTM content in this issue is all the work of our female
contributors. I know we don't do credits on our stories, but maybe
we should start. The bottom line is we reach more women than
anyone else and if you run an advertising or marketing department,
you need to take that on board, and get in touch.
Vicki Butler Henderson is great and obviously she adores cars, or if
you read the interview, pick ups. Plus she fronts Fifth Gear which
comes back to our screens very soon and is the best real world telly
programme with motors in it.
Free Car Mag continues to do things differently to everyone else,
making a mellifluous racket in an otherwise discordent world. We
also do fine prose and are nuts about motors.
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News, Events
& Celebs
cupraofficial.com

LAIA SANZ, NEW CUPRA BRAND AMBASSADOR

Sanz has 18 trial and enduro world championship titles and is the only woman to have ridden over the Dakar Rally finish line eight times. The
motorcycle racer will be competing at the wheel of a CUPRA TCR in some scheduled races. “being an ambassador of a brand such as CUPRA is
a great honour for me. CUPRA has great ambitions to reinvent the world of competition, and being a part of a project like this is a unique,
stimulating experience.”

Spotted
out and
about

FIRST DATES GO RALLYING WITH CITROEN...

Citroën UK – working with Channel 4’s First Dates – has given three couples blind dates they will never forget. Citroën’s World Rally Championship driver, Craig
Breen, was on hand to get their hearts racing in a Citroën C3 on the Brands Hatch rally stage. First Dates’ waitress, CiCi Coleman, served dessert from an iconic
Citroën H Van to sweeten them up. Van not pictured, you can see them all the time at your local farmer's market/artisan foodie outlet.
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Culture
inside
Cars

WEST END THEATRE OPENS... IN A CAR

A new play written by Olivier Award-winning playwright Bola Agbaje takes place entirely in a car parked on Drury Lane, with the cast in the front
seats and audience in the back. The 20-minute play ‘Papa Don’t Preach’ focuses on the relationship between a father and daughter as they discuss
her flying the nest and her growing independence. The play, and unique theatre space, was commissioned by MORE TH>N to celebrate the
important family conversations that take place in the car each day, with 51% of parents seeing everyday conversations in the car as beneficial to
their family’s mental health and wellbeing. Papa Don’t Preach’ is to initially run over four days in August, we hope it comes back soon.

THE KING - GREAT MUSIC AND A ROLLS-ROYCE

Forty years after the death of Elvis Presley, two-time Sundance Grand Jury winner Eugene Jarecki’s new film takes the King’s 1963 Rolls-Royce on a
musical road trip across America. From Memphis to New York, Las Vegas, and beyond, the journey traces the rise and fall of Elvis as a metaphor for
the country he left behind. In this groundbreaking film, Jarecki paints a visionary portrait of the state of the American Dream and a penetrating look
at how the hell we got here. A diverse cast of Americans, both famous and non, join the journey, including Alec Baldwin, Rosanne Cash, Chuck D,
Emmylou Harris, Ethan Hawke, Van Jones, Mike Myers, and Dan Rather among many others.
freecarmag.com 5

News, Events
& Celebs
The I-TYPE 2
0-60mph 2.9
seconds and can
regenerate up to
150kW of energy
under braking

TARON EGERTON FOR A FORMULA E SEAT?

The star-studded final of the ABB FIA Formula E championship in New York, saw Rupert Friend, Taron Egerton and Mark Strong join the
Panasonic Jaguar Racing team in Brooklyn, New York.Taron Egerton, star of the eagerly anticipated Elton John biopic ‘Rocketman’ took
the time to stop by the Panasonic Jaguar Racing Team Garage whilst in attendance at the New York City E-Prix.
He was seen hanging out with Rupert Friend, star of the Showtime series Homeland and fellow ‘Kingsman’ Mark Strong, a
favourite to be the villain in the forthcoming ‘Bond 25’ movie. Egerton was sporting a tailored D&G shirt, an All Saints jacket
and some stylish jeans by brand Moody. However, we decided not to get his look.

SPOTTE
OUT AN
ABOUT

DAVID GANDY + MITCH EVANS

David Gandy is currently in the process of restoring a XK120 with Jaguar Land Rover Special Vehicle Operations, based in Coventry, UK. As temperatures
reached a steamy 33 degree heat, David turned heads dressed casually in rolled up Lucky Brand jeans, a crisp white linen shirt from RAILS accompanied
by a pair of classy Aspinal Aerodrome sunglasses. Here, Mitch Evans explains why his steering wheel won't fit David's old Jaguar.
6 freecarmag.com
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Get NATALIE DORMER
the
look

So just minutes before a Jaguar I-TYPE raced around the streets of Brooklyn, Gandy and Dormer flaunted over the start /
finish line and got up close with drivers Evans and Piquet Junior who achieved Panasonic Jaguar Racing’s best grid
positions to date, 2nd and 6th.Game of Thrones superstar and screenwriter of the anticipated feature film ‘In Darkness’,
Natalie Dormer spent the day at the New York City E-Prix, seen here wearing a summery black and white stripy dress
from Amanda Wakeley accompanied by an Espie Roche bag and a stylish pair of Jimmy Choo sunglasses. Let's see if we
can get her fantastic look on the cheap...Oh and as none of us can really afford or use a Jaguar I-Type 2 racer, the road
going, best all electric car in the world, is rather more realistic and you can take the family with you.

Natalie Dormer
1 Jaguar I-Pace £62,925
2 Vintage Dress Pretty Kitty £52.99
3 Shoes New Look £19.99
4 Earrings Top Shop £9.00
5 Ribbon Zazzle £8.15
6 Sun Glasses Accessorize £15.00
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Bulletproof Motors
BODYGUARD
9PM BBC1
SUNDAY AND
IPLAYER

SUPERB
PROTECTION
We use the BBC drama as a wonderful excuse to look at really tough motors, just look at the
bullet and blast proof window on the rear door of that BMW 7 Series...

S

et in and around the corridors
of power, Bodyguard tells the
fictional story of David Budd
(Richard Madden), a heroic but
volatile war veteran now working
as a Specialist Protection Officer
for the Royalty and Specialist
Protection Branch (RaSP) of London’s
Metropolitan Police Service.
When he is assigned to protect
the ambitious and powerful Home
Secretary Julia Montague (Keeley
8 freecarmag.com

Hawes), Budd finds himself torn
between his duty and his beliefs.
Responsible for her safety, could
he become her biggest threat? No
idea, you’ll just have to watch the
programme.
Meanwhile, the armoured Superb
is the result of a joint venture project
between ŠKODA and a UK-based
convertor. Following three years
of development is a finished model
that is virtually indistinguishable

from the standard production car yet
offers bullet and blast protection to
occupants.
Protection is provided by a
combination of bullet-resistant glass,
high strength steel and composite
materials; yet despite this the fully
armoured Superb retains its spacious
five-seater layout cabin, large boot and
acclaimed build quality.
The armoured car is based on a
standard 2.0 TDI 190PS Superb Estate.

ON-THE-ROAD
PRICE FROM
£118,688

CIVILIAN ARMOURED SUPERB

Developed by ŠKODA

Dashboard features 8.0 inch
touchscreen communications
hub with GPS

Armoured occupant cell
provides a range of ballistic
and blast protection
Bullet-resistant
glass oﬀers 360
degree protection

Exterior protection
provided by a
combination of
bullet-resistant
glass, high
strength steel
and composite
materials

Emergency lighting
and siren system

Upgraded brakes
certified to NAPFM
type 001 brake test

Upgraded suspension
provides improved ride
handling and comfort

Run flat tyre protection system
to allow the driver to get to a place
of safety in the event of a blowout

THIS PRODUCT HAS BEEN DEVELOPED UTILISING STATE OF THE ART TECHNOLOGY AND NEW MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES. THIS SIMPLIFIES PRODUCTION, DELIVERING A HIGH QUALITY PRODUCT IN ACHIEVING THE CERTIFICATION STANDARD.

FACTFILE RRP: £119,000 / HEIGHT: 1.5M / LENGTH: 4.8M / BOOT SPACE: 660 LITRES / ENGINE: 2.0 LITRE TDI 190PS / TOP SPEED: 120+ MPH
MADE IN THE UK / CERTIFIED: PAS 300-COMPLIANT BALLISTIC AND BLAST PROTECTION / TIME TO BUILD: 4 WEEKS
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Bulletproof Motors

L

and Rover’s Special Vehicle
Operations Division created the
Range Rover Sentinel, a luxury
armoured vehicle.
Hand built at Land Rover’s Oxford
Road facility in the UK, the vehicle is
the based on the standard wheelbase
Range Rover Autobiography and
provides the highest levels of
protection an SUV can offer.
Designed to withstand the most
damaging and targeted threats the
vehicle is verified to VR8 standard
10 freecarmag.com

against ballistic threats, meaning it can
withstand armour piercing incendiary
bullets and the blast from DM51
grenade explosions.
In addition to this level of security the
Range Rover Sentinel retains Land
Rover’s huge breadth of capability
and uncompromised levels of luxury
and refinement. The vehicle has no
differences on the exterior to the
standard Range Rover Autobiography,
despite its level of protection..

B

MW is the only manufacturer that
offers three safety category levels
according to your requirements.
BMW Security Vehicles are designed
to withstand a range of three risk
situations – street crime (attacks with
blunt objects and handguns up to a
calibre of .44 Magnum), organised
crime (attacks with the most commonly
used automatic weapon in the world,
the AK-47) and attacks with explosive

devices and armour-piercing weapons.
Security is paramount to BMW and so is
your comfort. Our options allow drivers
and passengers to choose the level of
security that best meets their needs.
Passenger Cell - With features
like security glass laminate with
a polycarbonate coating, a steel
armour sheath lining the interior
or a cockpit built around the driver,
BMW Security Vehicles are designed

with a wealth of innovations that
protect passengers while ensuring
drivers can see exactly what is going
on around them at all times, and react
instantaneously when necessary. All
BMW Security Vehicles are subjected
to a comprehensive testing regime and
are officially certified on compliance
according to the internationally
recognised ballistic guidelines for
‘Bullet Resistant Vehicles’ (BRV 2009).
freecarmag.com 11

Motor Racing

CAMMISH
CORNERED
We go for a hot lap and ask Honda’s BTCC star,
Dan Cammish some tasty questions
Q: Which is your favourite UK
circuit?
A: Brands Hatch GP, but I really like
round here (Snetterton). But as a
driver you tend to like the tracks that
you do well at. I’ve always done well
here at Snetterton.
Q: What is the Honda like?
A: Good car for the money, it will
fly around the track, but then you
can also do your shopping in it. Very
smooth drive. Handles incredible.
Q: Was Honda your dream team to
drive for?
A: Yeah, absolutely, when I moved
away from Porsche I was only going
to move for Honda or BMW, due to
12 freecarmag.com

them both being great teams and I
can see a future here at Honda. It’s
going to make me a better driver
with all these new responsibilities,
including meeting new people. This
opportunity was too good to miss.
Q: Who do you think is going to win
this year?
A: Matt, I think we’ll get better. He
is currently 3rd and starting to look
really good.
Q: How does BTCC compare to your
Porsche days?
A: Its very different. Porsche’s are
quicker than the touring cars, but the
racing is very close which is what we
all want to keep it competitive.

WATCH THE
HOT LAP AT:
FREECARMAG.
COM
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BTCC & Matt Neal

Matt Neal and Honda have etched their names on another Dunlop MSA British
Touring Car Championship milestone after collecting a maximum double points
haul with victory in the series’ 60-mile Diamond Jubilee blue riband race.

Double Diamond
MATT NEAL
CELEBRATES SUNDAY 29TH JULY
2018 AT THE
BRITISH TOURING
CAR RACE AT
SNETTERTON
5IFCBDLESPQJT$FOUSBM1BSLBOE
UIFTUBSJT&MMJF(PVMEJOH JUNFBOT
POMZPOFUIJOH UIF3BOHF3PWFS
7FMBSIBTBSSJWFEJO"NFSJDB
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T

he enduringly popular BTCC series marked its 60th
anniversary at the Norfolk circuit with a weekend of
celebrations honouring decades of iconic tin-top action,
concluding with a special third race run over 60-miles –
approximately double the distance of a regular
encounter. With the added reward of double points and the
unique opportunity to both qualify and race on zero ballast, the
stakes for a single BTCC race had never been higher.
Nevertheless, Neal and the Team Dynamics-backed Honda
squad saved its best until last with an inch-perfect performance
with the Honda Civic Type R (FK8) when it mattered. Starting from
the front row of the grid, Neal retained second position through
the opening laps before steadily upping the pressure on initial
front-runner Jack Goff. Holding his nerve during a brief drizzly
spell on lap nine whilst his rival made an error, Neal subsequently
pounced to snatch the lead and take control of the race.
With points added for leading and for his fastest lap, Neal’s
maximum 44 points is the most ever awarded for a single race
and fittingly marks another crowning career moment for the
series most experienced racer in his 651st outing.
“It has been a truly magical day for the entire Halfords Yuasa
Racing team. To produce a result like this on a level playing field
with no success ballast is testament to the pure performance and
the fundamental competitiveness of the Civic Type R, as well as
demonstrate how hard the team has worked to unlock its potential
since the start of the season. We had a tough race one and two in
tough conditions, but we were always confident for the ‘big one’
from the front row and while the car didn’t feel settled initially it
got better and better as the race went on. Once I was in the lead
I was determined not to put a wheel wrong, which was tough
because Jack and Tom (Ingram) were all over me, but the Civic
Type R performed perfectly right to the flag. I’m so very proud to
be part of another landmark BTCC moment, it is one I certainly
won’t forget.”

freecarmag.com 15

Motor Racing

BRANDENBURG
HATCHMEISTER

I

The weekend that the awesome German Touring Cars ( DTM) came
to Blighty, we were there with Audi to find out more.

n case you wondered, the DTM is
the only racing series in the world
that is exclusively dedicated to
factory-backed teams. Audi, BMW
and Mercedes-Benz are fielding a
total of 18 cars – each car represents
state-of-the-art technology and, as a
result, is theoretically in contention
for winning. Audi has secured all
three titles (Drivers, Manufacturers
and Teams) in 2017.
British Audi driver Jamie Green
commenting on the DTM’s diversion
to Brands said, “The Grand Prix
Circuit is an old-school track with
many long corners, a little like
Zandvoort, ”pretty exciting for us
drivers – a high-speed challenge. I’ve
never won a DTM race at home. It
would be great to do so this year.”
Fourth on Saturday, third on
Sunday: defending Champion René

16
freecarmag.com

Rast from Audi Sport Team Rosberg
scored 28 points as the DTM returned
to England and, in doing so, took
yet another podium in the popular
touring car race series.
The reigning DTM Champion kept
pulses racing all the way to the last
lap in Sunday’s race around the
challenging Brands Hatch Grand Prix
track. Starting from fourth place,
Rast was pushed aside twice in the
opening stages by Pascal Wehrlein in
a Mercedes-Benz. Thanks to a faster
pit stop, Rast overtook the former
Formula One driver before hunting
down the leading two MercedesBenz driven by Paul di Resta and
Gary Paffett, who he caught up with
just before the end. At the flag, the
German was only deprived of his
second victory of the season by 1.376
seconds.

What we found out over the racing
weekend...
• Mercedes-Benz are leaving to be
replaced, possibly by Aston Martin.
• From next year there will be 4
cylinder turbo engines rather than
the awesomely noisey V8s that they
make do with this season.
• Each of the three Audi works teams
have two R8 cars. Each example costs
£1.5m to build. However, the only
part that the racer shares with the
road car is the badge.
• The race scrutineers ensure that the
engineers are only allowed to change
wheels and clean the bodywork or
windscreen.

WATCH OUR
DTM FOOTAGE
AT
FREECARMAG.
COM
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DTM Special

“Those seven years shaped
me and help prepare me for
the future”

Wolff Race
Susie Wolff raced for seven years in the German Touring Car
Championship, DTM, for Mercedes-Benz. Here she talks about
how her time in DTM, from 2006 to 2012, shaped her life both as a
racing driver, and as a person

18 freecarmag.com

SUSIE, HOW DID YOU COME TO
JOIN DTM IN 2006?

Susie I’d just lost my cockpit in the World
Series by Renault as I wasn’t able to raise
the sponsorship. I was really frustrated and
thought: this is it, when I got a call from
Gerhard Ungar about testing a DTM car in
Barcelona. The test went pretty well, but I
didn’t hear from them for ten days afterwards.
I had no idea whether I would get my chance
in DTM or not. Ten days later, and I was flying
out to Stuttgart to sign a contract to drive for
Mercedes-Benz in DTM. With hindsight, it
was the big breakthrough that influenced the
direction that both my career and private life
were to take. Norbert [Haug] is the one I’ve got
to thank for giving me the opportunity, and I’m
grateful to him for taking a chance on me. His
support was invaluable, he pushed me forward
and always believed in me

VANINA ICKX ALSO COMPETED
IN DTM IN 2006. DID IT EVER
REALLY MATTER MUCH TO YOU
WHETHER YOU RACED AGAINST
MEN OR WOMEN?

Susie No, not at all. It was never an issue for
me. I started racing at the age of eight and
made my way up through the various junior
classes in karting and formula racing. There
were never very many women competing, but
I wouldn’t say that I ever raced to be the best
woman. I raced to be the best.

YOU AND ELLEN LOHR REALLY
LEFT YOUR MARK ON DTM. YOU
WERE WITH DTM FOR SEVEN
YEARS, DO YOU FEEL A SENSE OF
PRIDE IN THE KNOWLEDGE THAT
YOU WERE SUCH A DEFINING
FIGURE IN THE SERIES?

Susie I was very proud to race for MercedesBenz for such a long time and go head-to-head
with so many terrific drivers in such a highly
competitive race series. I learnt so much
during that time, privately and professionally. I
became part of the incredible Mercedes-Benz
family and I met some incredible people which
is another reason why I have such wonderful
memories of my time in DTM.

HOW IMPORTANT FOR YOU IN
GENERAL WAS YOUR TIME IN
DTM?

Susie They were some of the most important
years of my racing career. At DTM I laid the
foundations for driving a Formula 1 car, which
had always been my ultimate dream. I also

met my future husband, which was a pretty
significant moment! All in all those seven years
shaped me and helped prepare me for the
future.

the reasons I left in the end. I simply never had

IS THERE ANY PARTICULAR RACE the chance to fight up front in a new car. But
THAT YOU LIKE TO LOOK BACK ON that’s just how things were at the time, and
WITH FOND MEMORIES?
I’m still very grateful for the opportunity I was

Susie I’d have to say my very first DTM race
actually at Hockenheim. I’ll never forget it,
the support I received from the team was
incredible. Add to this that I finished my
maiden DTM race in the Top Ten and you can
understand why it’s a race I’ll never forget.
There have been other less spectacular races
where I had some terrific scraps with great
drivers like Tom Kristensen, Jamie Green,
Jean Alesi and Gary Paffett. They’re pretty
unforgettable too.

given. I’m very happy that current DTM drivers
can now go wheel-to-wheel in cars that are
more or less equivalent.

HOW HARD WAS MAKING THE
DECISION TO LEAVE DTM AFTER
SEVEN YEARS?

Susie It was very easy to decide in the end,
the stress versus reward wasn’t working for
me. I wanted to compete and achieve to my
potential so I knew I needed a change. I’d
worked so hard and made so many sacrifices,
HAVE YOU GOT A FAVOURITE DTM I just said to myself one day, “It’s got to stop. It
TRACK?
can’t go on like this.” So it was a straightforward
Susie Well as my first ever DTM race track, it’s decision to make and I don’t feel at all bitter
just got to be Hockenheim. When I was given looking back on my time in the DTM. I like to
the choice of where I wanted to drive in Friday look back on my time with the series, I learned
practice with Williams in Formula 1, I had no
so much and it shaped me in many ways, but I
hesitation in opting for Hockenheim.
know in my gut that I left at the right time.

WITH WHICH TEAM-MATE DID
WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF YOU
YOU MOST ENJOY WORKING WITH DIDN’T HAVE MOTOR RACING?
DURING YOUR TIME IN DTM?
Susie I’m actually not sure. I feel very grateful

Susie Great question. I never had a favourite
team-mate per se, but I learned a great deal
from Gary [Paffett]. He was always very honest
and gave me plenty of advice. I had a lot of
great drivers as team-mates – David Coulthard,
Mika Häkkinen, Bruno Spengler, Jamie Green –
and got on really well with them all.

that I identified my passion so early on. And
yes, I’m a woman, who opted to follow a
career path that mainly men took at the time,
definitely not the easiest of career paths to
take but I do love racing. It’s always been like
that, right from the very start. My career as
a professional racing driver has ended but
I’m still very much involved in competitive
DURING YOUR TIME IN DTM,
motorsport both through my latest challenge
THERE WERE TWO CLASSES OF
as Team Principal of VENTURI Formula E
DRIVERS, IF I CAN PUT IT LIKE
Team and also through Toto. We are very
THAT, WITH SOME IN LAST YEAR’S collaborative and supportive of one another
CAR AND OTHERS BEING GIVEN
both on and off the race track. I love the cut
THE CURRENT GENERATION OF
and thrust of competition and I’m very grateful
CAR TO RACE. YOU WERE NEVER for the continued opportunity to satisfy my
GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE passion for motorsport.

A TOP CONTENDER, WERE YOU?
HOW DOES IT MAKE YOU FEEL?
ANY REGRETS?

Susie I found it tough, of course, as any
competitive driver would. When Toto took
over as Head of Motorsport, I urged him to
make sure that every driver had a chance to
compete up front. As a racing driver, success
means everything. Seven years in DTM without
achieving the success I craved was pretty hard
to take at times and ultimately, it was one of
freecarmag.com 19

Cars on the tellybox

“Tiff Needell has
been my television
husband,
just about forever. ”

GearBox
Vicki Butler Henderson is back with the whole 5th Gear gang and
she tells us what to expect in the latest series...

20 freecarmag.com

FREE CAR MAG THINKS THAT
FIFTH GEAR THE VOICE OF
MOTORING REASON, SO SELL IT
TO ME VICKI
Vicki At Fifth Gear we pride ourselves on
the fact that we are professional racing
drivers with a pedigree and are also motoring
journalists. We hope that we can give good
solid information, so that people can go away
and buy a good car. We give them practical
information based on what they should buy
and why. We will also be having a bit of fun as
well providing entertainment along the way.

THAT IS A VERY OLD FASHIONED
THING TO DO NOW PROVIDING
PEOPLE WITH FACTS, FIGURES
AND ADVICE THAT MIGHT
ACTUALLY BE USEFUL
Vicki I know, but we have always done that
and stick by it. Because people can go out and
buy a car for £50,000, but what we also show
on Fifth Gear is that there are at least three
used alternatives, which deliver the same
amount of fun and power, but for a fraction of
the price just because they are a little bit older.
That is exactly how real people go and look for
a new car, they consider every option and that
includes used cars.

WHAT IS IT LIKE BEING BACK
WITH THE OLD TEAM?
Vicki It is delicious to have them all back
together again. It is like a children’s away day
when we start filming.

SO YOU ARE ALL GREAT MATES?
YOU DON’T PRETEND TO BE
FRIENDS THEN?
Vicki Oh no. Tiff Needell has been my
television husband, just about forever. I have a
lovely relationship with Tiff. Jason Plato I have
known for an awfully long time and the same
goes for Jonny Smith as he and I have crossed
paths in our motoring journalism career, so it
is all very lovely. Plus we have a new presenter
Ronnie O’Sullivan who is joining the gang and I
taught him how to go around a racing circuit a
few years ago for a Fifth Gear item and we get
on very well, so he is a great addition.

CAN YOU TELL US VERY MUCH
ABOUT THE CARS YOU WILL BE
DRIVING IN THIS SERIES?
Vicki I’ll go from one extreme to the other.
We chose a Dacia as one of the more budget
friendly family cars. So we took that apart and
gave our thoughts and opinions on it. At the
other end of the scale I have driven a Bentley
Continental GT, which is a full on luxury saloon
car. There’s the proof that we will be driving
everything you can possibly think of from top
to bottom and everything in between.

WAS THERE ANY CAR THAT AT
THE END OF A DAY’S FILMING YOU
WANTED TO TAKE HOME WITH
YOU AND KEEP?

Vicki Pick up trucks. I love Pick up trucks. We
did an item and had a handful of wonderful
trucks. It was huge fun and it just confirmed
to me how much I love them. The simple fact
is that you can get the family in them plus
whatever else you want to throw in the back of
WERE THERE ANY AWFUL CARS IN the big loading bay behind the cabin.

THAT LINE UP?

Vicki The truth is that no one builds an awful
car any more. So they are all of a pretty decent
standard. There wasn’t one car that we all
hated. However, when it comes to a car’s looks,
whether you like it or not is always down to
individual taste, so there are always going to be
disagreements between us on that. If someone
doesn’t like the way it looks then it is up to the
others to convince them otherwise. Usually,
if the boys don’t agree with me on something
at the start of the piece I’ll have convinced
otherwise by the end. I’ll have basically
browbeaten or whipped them into agreeing
with me.

IN AN AGE WHEN ANY IDIOT
CAN GET ONLINE WITH A
CAMERA FIFTH GEAR HAS REAL
CREDIBILITY
Vicki ’I am very proud of that fact, I think we
do a good job in that respect. What cars does
Free Car Mag drive?

OLD ONES. CLASSICS THAT LOOK
COOL ....

WILL FIFTH GEAR BE GIVING US
MOTORING NEWS AND HOW TO
DRIVE?
Vicki We have not gone down that path,
however in some of the team tests we certainly Vicki Love it.
have talked about driving more economically.
There are certainly some cars that might have The brand new series of
a computer trick that improves driving and
Fifth Gear starts at 9pm on
we will bring that into the programme by
Thursday 6th September
explaining what it does and then get the best exclusively on Quest
from it.
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A car repair
that works
har er for you
At motoreasy, we want to save you time,
money and hassle, allowing you to enjoy
the better things in your life.
Your car repairs with motoreasy looks like this
Benefit from up to 40% savings
on your repairs.

ocal workshops near you, with 0,000
across the
.

ur technicians monitor specialist
workshops ensuring uality work is
carried out.

No waiting time, your car is collected
and delivered back to you once complete.

Relax - with all of your car hassles taken care of, what will you do?

Get an instant quote and save more at motoreasy.com

Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO
WARRANTY I SERVICE I MOT I REPAIRS I GAP I TYRES

An MOT
that improves
family time
At motoreasy, we want to save you time,
money and hassle, allowing you to enjoy
the better things in your life.
Your car MOT with motoreasy looks like this:
Benefit from up to 40% savings
on an MOT.

24/7 booking facility.
No waiting time, your car is
collected and delivered back to you
once complete.

All work monitored by our personal
technicians

Relax - with all of your car hassles taken care of, what will you do?

Get an instant quote and save more at motoreasy.com

Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO
WARRANTY I

SERVICE

I

MOT

I

REPAIRS

I

GAP

I

TYRES

es/874276197357596672/kUuht00m_400x400.
jpg

MOTORING NEWS
QUOTES

Back-Seat Driver

“With the spotlight
firmly on reducing
pollution in urban areas,
we welcome a focus on
reducing unnecessary
engine idling. The correct
procedure should be for
an enforcement officer to
ask the driver to switch
their engine off, and if
they refuse, they will be
issued a penalty. Idling
engines can produce up
to twice the amount of
emissions of an engine in
motion, and for drivers it
can mean higher fuel
bills.”

3

Renault pop up in the ‘90s
$MJPDFMFCSBUFEBSPVOEUIF6,UIJTTVNNFS

FOBVMUJTDFMFCSBUJOHUIF$MJP BDBS
CPSOJOUIFTBOEUIFPSJHJOBM
NJMMFOOJBM XIJDIIBTTUPPEUIFUFTU
PGUJNFBOEOFWFSHPOFPVUPGTUZMF5IF
DBSCSBOEUPPLPWFS)PHBSUI)PVTFJO
UIFIFBSUPG-POEPOMBTUNPOUIGPSBO
FYDMVTJWFMBVODIFWFOU HJWJOH-POEPOFST
BDIBODFUPSFMJWFBGBWPVSJUFEFDBEFUIF
T
5IFQPQVQTQBDFXBTTQMJUJOIBMG
TOPTUBMHJBBOENPEFSOEBZ XJUI
EJFSFOUFMFNFOUTCSJOHJOHUPMJGFUIF
UFDIOPMPHJDBM EFTJHOBOETUZMFKPVSOFZPG
UIF3FOBVMU$MJPGSPNUIFTUPQSFTFOU
EBZ
7JTJUPSTIBEUIFDIBODFUPGVMMZJNNFSTF
UIFNTFMWFTJOBDPNQMFUFTUISPXCBDL
*OBOPEFUPUIFCFTULJETQBSUJFT 
UIFZTOBDLFEPO/FSE[BOEQBSUZSJOH
CJTDVJUT IBEUIFJSUPOHVFTUVSOCMVFGSPN
4MVTIJFT BOEHPUUIFJSGSJFOETJOBLOPU
XJUIBDMBTTJDHBNFPG5XJTUFS.VTJDGSPN
#SJUOFZ4QFBST 45&14BOEUIF4QJDF
(JSMT UPOBNFKVTUBGFX 5BNBHPUDIJT 
1PHT WJEFPHBNFTBOEQPMBSPJEDBNFSBT
BMTPHBWFWJTJUPSTBTICBDLTUPMPOHMPTU
ZPVUIT
5IFNPEFSOEBZTQBDFGFBUVSFEOBJM

Have your say
24 freecarmag.com

BSUJTUT QIPUPCPPUIT BOEBVODJPSO
XJOHGFBUVSFXBMMSFBEZGPSUIBUQFSGFDU
TFMF"GUFSCPQQJOHBMPOHUPTNBTIIJUT 
WJTJUPSTDIJMMFEJOUIFTFBUJOHBSFBXJUI
TXJOHJOHSBUUBODIBJSTBOETOBDLFEPO
VOJDPSODVQDBLFT
"TQBSUPGUIFQPQVQ WJTJUPSTXFSFBMTP
UPDIFDLPVUCPUIBT.L$MJPBOE
NPEFSOEBZDBSNPEFMUPTFFUIF$MJPT
USBOTGPSNBUJPOPWFSUIFQBTUZFBST
3FNFNCFSUIFEBZTXIFSFZPVIBEUPSPMM
EPXOUIFXJOEPXTUPDPPMEPXO HFUPVU
UIFNBQUPTFFXIFSFZPVXFSFHPJOH 
BOEKBNJOBDBTTFUUFUPMJTUFOUPUVOFT 
7JTUPSTBMTPFYQFSJFODFEUIFDVSSFOU
HFOFSBUJPO$MJPTJOUVJUJWFUFDIOPMPHZ 
XJUI.FEJB/BWBOE#MVFUPPUIBMMPXJOH
ZPVUPBDDFTTBMMNVMUJNFEJBDPOUFOUJO
UIFCMJOLPGBOFZF BOEIJHIEFOJUJPO
#04&TQFBLFSTMFUUJOHZPVGFFMUIF
JOUFOTJUZPGUIFNVTJD



@freecarmag1

The RAC’s head of roads
policy, Nicholas Lyes on the
£20 fine engine idling
issue.
•
“Road condition and
maintenance has been a
matter of public concern
for several years, with
potholes plaguing the
country.”
Transport Select
Committee chair Lilian
Greenwood
•
“One of the most
difficult decisions to take
in my career so far.”
Daniel Ricciardo will
make a shock move from
Red Bull to Renault
•

LAND ROVER CELEBRATES 70 YEARS: This Series IIA is in fact amphibious, and was built under a contract
for the Australian Army. Only one was built and it returned to Solihull after trials down under. The
vehicle was then sold to the Eastnor Castle Estate in Hertfordshire (the ancestral home of Range Rover
development) where it was used as a recovery vehicle and even snowplough. In recent years it was gifted
to Dunsfold Land Rovers where it was fully refurbished to original specifications.
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Tyres
TV

VREDESTEIN INTRODUCES T YRES
FOR MODERN CLASSICS
4
QFDJBMMZEFTJHOFEGPSUIFMFHFOEBSZ
"VEJ6S2VBUUSP 7SFEFTUFJOˏTSTU
NPEFSODMBTTJDUZSF UIF4QSJOU XJMM
CFMBVODIFEJO4FQUFNCFS*UT
EFWFMPQNFOUXBTBTTJTUFECZOPOFPUIFS
UIBOGPSNFS'PSNVMB0OFDIBNQJPOBOE
7SFEFTUFJOBNCBTTBEPS+PDIFO.BTT
ˑ5IFSFJTNPSFBOENPSFBQQSFDJBUJPOGPS
DBSTGSPNUIFT ˎTBOEˎTˊTPDBMMFE
ˎZPVOHUJNFSTˏPSNPEFSODMBTTJDT ˒TBZT
+PDIFO.BTTˑ5IFZBSFBMTPBCPVUUP
CFDPNFDMBTTJDDBST QSPQFSMZTQFBLJOH
6OGPSUVOBUFMZ NBOVGBDUVSFSTIBWFBMSFBEZ
TUPQQFEQSPEVDJOHPSJHJOBMUZSFTGPSTVDI
WFIJDMFT0XOFSTBSFUIFSFGPSFGPSDFEUPU
NPSFNPEFSOUZSFTPOUIFJSZPVOHUJNFST 
PGUFOXJUIMFTTUIBOPQUJNBMSFTVMUTGSPNBO
BFTUIFUJDQPJOUPGWJFX˒
ˑ7SFEFTUFJOCFMJFWFTUIBUBRVBMJUZQSPEVDU
XJUIBSFUSPMPPLEFWFMPQFETQFDJBMMZGPS
ZPVOHUJNFSTJTBCFUUFSDIPJDF ˒.BTTBEET
ˑ5IFWBMVFPGZPVOHUJNFSTJTHSPXJOHBOE
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SFUSPUZSFTUIBUNBUDIUIFJSFSBPGPSJHJOIFMQ
QSFTFSWFUIFNBHJDPGUIFTFDBST7SFEFTUFJO
HJWFTUIFZPVOHUJNFSUZSFTBUUJOHUSFBE
BOEBOFMFHBOUTJEFXBMMEFTJHO XIJMF
NBOVGBDUVSJOHUIFNBDDPSEJOHUPUIFMBUFTU
QSPEVDUJPONFUIPETBOETUSJDUFTURVBMJUZ
SFRVJSFNFOUT5IFESJWFSTUIVTHFU
PQUJNJTFEHSJQˊCVUDPNCJOFEXJUIBSFUSP
MPPL˒
ˑ5IF6,NBSLFUGPSDMBTTJDBOENPEFSO
DMBTTJDWFIJDMFTJTBUBOBMMUJNFIJHI ˒TBZT
,BSM/BZMPS "QPMMP7SFEFTUFJO6,$PVOUSZ
.BOBHFSˑ7SFEFTUFJOIBTBMPOHIJTUPSZPG
QSPEVDJOHDMBTTJDDBSEFTJHOUZSFTXJUI
DVUUJOHFEHFUFDIOPMPHZBOEJTQFSGFDUMZ
QPTJUJPOFEUPGVMMEFNBOEGSPNBNBSLFU

PWFSBMMXPSUINPSFUIBUbN JOUIF6,
4PNFNPEFMTGSPNUIFˎTBOEˎTBSF
TPVHIUBGUFSCZFOUIVTJBTUTXIPMPWFEUIFN
XIFOUIFZXFSFOFXUIFJSQPQVMBSJUZBOE
TVJUBCJMJUZGPSFWFSZEBZVTFESJWFUIF
EFNBOEGPSTVJUBCMFTBGF HPPERVBMJUZUZSFT
ˑ#ZUIFSTUIBMGPG XFFYQFDUUPIBWF
BQQSPYJNBUFMZUFOEJFSFOUUZSFTJ[FTGPS
ZPVOHUJNFST ˒TBZT.JDIFMF4BMB 1SPEVDU
.BOBHFS1BTTFOHFS7FIJDMF5ZSFTBU"QPMMP
7SFEFTUFJO
7SFEFTUFJOXJMMSFMFBTFUIFZPVOHUJNFSUZSFT
VOEFSUIFOBNF4QSJOU JO4FQUFNCFS
5IFSTUXJMMCFBWFSZTQFDJBMNPEFMB
3GPSUIFMFHFOEBSZ"VEJ6S
2VBUUSP5IJTUZSFTJ[FIBTOPUCFFOBWBJMBCMF
BOZXIFSFGPSBMPOHUJNF




XXXWSFEFTUFJODPVL

Wanted

Seiko
Prospex

"SBUIFSFYDFMMFOU,JOFUJD%JWFST
4,"1
$BTF.BUFSJBM4UBJOMFTTTUFFM
(MBTT.BUFSJBM)BSEMFY
$BTF5IJDLOFTTच
%JBNFUFSच
$MBTQ5ISFFGPMEDMBTQXJUITFDVSFMPDL 
QVTICVUUPOSFMFBTFXJUIFYUFOEFS
-VNJ#SJUFPOIBOETBOEJOEFYFT
8BUFS3FTJTUBODF
NGUEJWFSˏT
6OJEJSFDUJPOBMSPUBUJOHCF[FM
4DSFXEPXODSPXO
b

XXXTFJLPDPVL

MIKE THE BIKE AGAIN £14.99

*O+VOF ZFBSTBGUFSIFRVJU(SBOE
1SJYNPUPSDZDMFSBDJOH .JLF)BJMXPPE
SFUVSOFEUPUIF*TMFPG.BO55SBDFT5IJT
CPPL XSJUUFOCZIJTNBOBHFSBOEGSJFOE 
5FE.BDBVMFZ JTUIFBDDPVOUPGIJTESBNBUJD
DPNFCBDL GSPNUIFPSJHJOBMXJMEJEFBUPIJT
OBMSBDF.PSFUIBOUIJT UIPVHI JUJTB
TUVEZPGBSFNBSLBCMFNBOJOBSFNBSLBCMF
XPSME BOEPGUIFSBDFT UIFNBDIJOFT BOE
UIFNFOXIPSJEFUIFN
XXXWFMPDFDPVL

PASHLEY-MORGAN £1495

1BTIMFZ UIFMPOHFTUFTUBCMJTIFE#SJUJTI
CJDZDMFNBOVGBDUVSFSBOE.PSHBO UIF
MPOHFTUFTUBCMJTIFE#SJUJTIBVUPNPUJWF
NBOVGBDUVSFSBSFDPMMBCPSBUJOHUPCVJME
CJDZDMFT5IFSBOHFXJMMTUBSUXJUIUXP
CJDZDMFT LOPXOJOEJWJEVBMMZBTUIF
1BTIMFZ.PSHBOBOEUIF1BTIMFZ
.PSHBO&BDICJLFXJMMCFIBOECVJMUBU
1BTIMFZT4USBUGPSEVQPO"WPOGBDUPSZ
XXXNPSHBONPUPSDPVLQBTIMFZ

FEED THE RATS -PIGS PIGS PIGS
PIGS PIGS PIGS PIGS £12.79

8FBSFPGUFOBTLFEXIBUTPVOETXFIBWF
QMBZJOHJOUIFPDFPSXIFOXFBSFPVUBOE
BCPVUJOUIF'SFF$BS.BHFFU8FMM JUJTUIJT
8FBSFJOEFCUFEUP%BWF BGSJFOEPGUIF.BH
GPSCSJOHJOHUIJTUPPVSBUUFOUJPO*UJT
)BXLXJOEDSPTTFEXJUI#MBDL4BCCBUI B
MJUUMFCJUPG#VEHJFBOEUIF5IF1JOL'BJSJFT4P
JUJTVOSFMFOUMFTTMZIFBWZ*GUIJTJTTVFJTB
UFFOZCJUEPPNZUIFOCMBNFUIFQJHTY
XXXQJHTQJHTQJHTQJHTQJHTQJHTQJHT
CBOEDBNQDPN
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Buy Now

AVAILABLE:
NOW
SPORTSWAGONFROM:£23,100

)JHITQFD TVQFSIJHIUFDI GVOLZJOUFSJPST

KIA OPTIMA

5IFOFX0QUJNB4BMPPOBOE0QUJNB4QPSUTXBHPO
CFOFUTGSPN,JB
TBMMOFX
6
MJUSF$3%J
$PNNPO3BJM%JSFDUJOKFDUJPO EJFTFMFOHJOF"TXFMM
BTSFGSFTIFEFYUFSJPSBOEJOUFSJPSEFTJHO UIFOFX
0QUJNBGFBUVSFT,JB
TMBUFTUBDUJWFTBGFUZBOEJODBS
DPOOFDUJWJUZUFDIOPMPHJFT
5IFZBSFBWBJMBCMFXJUI,JB
TMBUFTU"EWBODFE%SJWFS
"TTJTUBODF4ZTUFNT "%"4 DSFBUJOHBOJOUFMMJHFOUMZ
TBGFWFIJDMFXJUIBDUJWFTBGFUZUFDIOPMPHJFTUPBWPJEPS
NJUJHBUFUIFFFDUTPGDPMMJTJPOT
5IFZBSFBWBJMBCMFXJUI,JB
TMBUFTUPSJODI
UPVDITDSFFOJOGPUBJONFOUTZTUFN XJUITBUFMMJUF
OBWJHBUJPOBOE,JB$POOFDUFE4FSWJDFTQPXFSFECZ
5PN5PNm5IFTZTUFNPFST"QQMF$BS1MBZ˳BOE
"OESPJE"VUP˳UPFOBCMFGVMMTNBSUQIPOFJOUFHSBUJPO
"OESPJE"VUP˳JTEFTJHOFEUPXPSLXJUI"OESPJE
QIPOFTSVOOJOH -PMMJQPQ PSIJHIFS"QQMF
$BS1MBZ˳ GPSJ1IPOFPSOFXFS
8FIBWFPOMZTDSBUDIFEUIFIJHIUFDITVSGBDF
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AVAILABLE:
NOW
SALOONFROM:£22,260

AVAILABLE:
INDIVIDUAL
OPTIONS:
FROM £2750

4UZMJTI4QPSUT4BMPPOJTCBDL

$VTUPNFSTDBODIPPTFNVDINPSF

DS 7 CROSSBACK

'PSJOTUBODF UIFJOUFSJPSDPMPVSXBZGPSUIF%4*OTQJSBUJPOJODMVEFT01&3""MF[BO#SPXO/BQQBMFBUIFSXJUIXBUDITUSBQEFTJHO
5IJTJTBOPDPTUPQUJPOPOUIF6MUSB1SFTUJHFNPEFM XIFSFUIF0QFSB*OTQJSBUJPOIBTCFFO"SU#MBDL BOEDVTUPNFSTDBOOPXTQFDJGZ
UIFOFX%4*OTQJSBUJPO01&3""MF[BO#SPXO/BQQBMFBUIFSXJUIXBUDITUSBQEFTJHOGPSBb PQUJPOJGDIPTFOGPSB1SFTUJHF
NPEFM%4$POOFDUFE$".JTOPXBWBJMBCMFBTQBSUPGUIF1SFNJVN4BGFUZQBDL TUBOEBSEPO6MUSB1SFTUJHF BOEJTBMTPBWBJMBCMFBT
BTUBOEBMPOFPQUJPOPOUIJTUSJNMFWFM%4$POOFDUFE$".JTBDBNFSBTZTUFNCVJMUJOUPUIFCBTFPGUIFJOUFSJPSSFBSWJFXNJSSPS*U
VTFTGVMM)%(14UFDIOPMPHZBOEIBTBCVJMUJONFNPSZDBSEPG(0UPTUPSFQIPUPT"8J'JDPOOFDUJPOBMMPXTEBUBUPCF
USBOTGFSSFEGSPNUIFDBNFSBUPBTNBSUQIPOF

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE FROM:
£25,995

"MMOFX467CFUUFSUIBOFWFS

HONDA CR-V

'SPNUIFFOUSZMFWFM4HSBEFUP4& 43BOEOJTIJOHBUUIFUPQPGUIFSBOHF&9 UIFSFJTBNPEFMGPSFWFSZPOFXIPXBOUTUPFOKPZUIF
OBUJPOTGBWPVSJUF4675IFJ75&$QFUSPMFOHJOFDPNFTXJUIBDIPJDFPGUXPBOEBMMXIFFMESJWFBOEJOCPUINBOVBM
USBOTNJTTJPOBOE$754UBOEBSEBDSPTTBMMHSBEFTJTQBSLJOHTFOTPSTBOEBSFBSWJFXDBNFSBBTXFMMBT)POEB4&/4*/()POEB
T
TVJUFPGTBGFUZGFBUVSFTXIJDIJODMVEFTDPMMJTJPONJUJHBUJPOCSBLJOHTZTUFN GPSXBSEDPMMJTJPOXBSOJOH MBOFLFFQBTTJTU MBOF
EFQBSUVSFXBSOJOH SPBEEFQBSUVSFNJUJHBUJPO BEBQUJWFDSVJTFDPOUSPMBOEUSBDTJHOSFDPHOJUJPO43BOE&9XJMMBMTPGFBUVSFCMJOE
TQPUXBSOJOHBOEDSPTTUSBDNPOJUPSJOH XIJMFUIF$75WFSTJPOXJMMGFBUVSFMPXTQFFEGPMMPX-FBSONPSFGSPNZPVS)POEBEFBMFS
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Car Choice

SPORTY WITH A SENSE
OF DIRECTION

Matthew Harris’s Mazda 2
Sport PCP contract ends,
has a budget of £5,500 for a
semi-fast car with a sat-nav.

A CAR FOR THE HEAD
VAUXHALL ASTRA GTC

I think that Matthew should at least go for a sporty
looking car. He doesn’t have a family to tug around
and doesn’t need a big boot for anything apart
from shopping. In that case a coupe is the best
option and a sensible, but also stylish choice might
be a Vauxhall Astra GTC. These are great value buys
and are well equipped too. A 2012 example at a
dealer with 53K miles and powered by a 1.4 Turbo
engine which had just been serviced, with a full
year’s MOT was only £5000.
32 freecarmag.com

A CAR FOR THE HEART
BMW 3 SERIES

If Matthew fancies a more prestigious badge, BMW always have
plenty to choose from in the 3 Series coupe range. The £5000
budget means that the cars will be from the middle of the last
decade. The obvious choice would be a 320iSE, but if Matthew
wanted something much more powerful which would be almost
as exciting as a legendary M3, but cheaper to tax and insure.
The exciting option would be a 335iSE. We found a 2006 with
97,000 miles with an automatic gearbox for £5000.

FREE CAR MAG
CAN ANSWER
YOUR CAR
CHOICE
QUESTION

Paul Thompson needs something bigger than his current Mini
Clubman for a growing family and Labrador. Needs a load lugger.

LABRADOR LUGGER

A CAR FOR THE HEAD
BMW X5

A 4 x 4 is not out of the question and Paul did
mention a BMW X5 to me and that is an excellent
vehicle. It is car like to drive, indeed it is a BMW
5 Series, but higher off the ground. As this is a
family car which is going to cover plenty of miles
he should consider a hybrid model with a petrol
and electric motor, which will not depreciate as
quickly. A xDrive40e M Sport would make all sense
and a 2015 model with lots of extras is £36,000 with
45,000 miles.

A CAR FOR THE HEART
SAAB 9-5 ESTATE

Paul mentioned a Saab 9-5 estate to me, but as much as I love
them I am concerned that these obsolete models are getting
rather old now. He needs a modern reliable car that is easy to
get parts for. That’s why a Vauxhall Insignia estate is the perfect
answer as it is practical, stylish and widely available. He can
also take advantage of the depreciation with a mainstream car
and that means he could pay not very much at all for a 2014 2.0
CDTi Elite Nav Auto at £7995 which returns 50mpg.
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FIAT PANDA
FACTOIDS

Bangernomics
Bangernomics

The first city car with four
wheel drive in 1983 the
Panda 4 x 4

Pandanomics
8

FMPWFUIF'JBU1BOEBBOEUIF
XIFSFUIFHSJMMFPVHIUUPCF0GDPVSTF
UIJOHJTUIFXIPMFXPSMETUJMMEPFT UIBUDPVMEOPUMBTU0CWJPVTMZDPOTVNFST
*OJUTPSJHJOBMGPSNBUJUCFDBNFB
EFNBOEFEDMBTTZQMBTUJDXIFFMUSJNT B
#BOHFSOPNJDTMFHFOE
QSPQFSQMBTUJDHSJMMFBOEPOTPNFNPEFMT
5IFUIJOHJTJOUIF6,XFTBJEHPPECZF
BQSPQFSSFBSTFBU
UPUIFCBCZ1BOEBCBDLJO*OJNBHF (PPEUIJOHTEJEIBQQFOUPUIF1BOEB
DPOTDJPVT CBEHFTOPC TQFDJDBUJPO
UIPVHI0VUXFOUUIFBODJFOUDIBSJPU
YBUFE#SJUBJOXFOPMPOHFSIBEBTPGU
SFMBUFEMFBGTQSVOHSFBSFOEBOEJO
TQPUGPSCBDLUPCBTJDTNPUPSJOHGSPN
DBNFUSBJMJOHBSNTBOEDPJMT
5PUIFJSDSFEJU UIF*UBMJBOTOFWFS
TBXUIFDD'JSFFOHJOFJOTUBMMFE
EJEGBMMPVUPGMPWFXJUIUIFTJNQMFUIJOHT XIJDIEFMJWFSFEFDPOPNZBOEVUUFS
JOMJGFBOEUIBUFYQMBJOTXIZUIF1BOEB
VOCVSTUBCJMJUZ*OEFFEJUCFDBNFUIFPOMZ
SFNBJOFE FNCBSSBTTJOHMZGPS'JBU BT
QJFDFPGTPMJENFUBMMFGUBTUIFCPEZXPSL
UIFJSFOUSZMFWFMCBNCJOPVOUJM
JOFWJUBCJMJUZEJTJOUFHSBUFE5IF1BOEBXBT
%FTQJUFBOJNQSFTTJWFZFBS
TUJMMGBSGSPNTPQIJTUJDBUFEVOUJMUIBUJT
QSPEVDUJPOSVOUIF1BOEBIBTOFWFS
UIFYBSSJWFEJO.PVUITESPQQFE
SFBMMZNBEFJUBTBUSVFTNBMMDBSJDPO
GVSUIFSXJUIUIF4JTMFZJO UPQQFE
5IF1BOEBEJEOUNPUPSJTFBOBUJPO
PXJUISPPGSBDLTLJBUUBDINFOUTBOE
MJLFUIFDVUF'JBUEJE JUEJEOU
JODMJOPNFUFSPOUPQPGUIFEBTI*UXBTB
SFWPMVUJPOJTFTNBMMDBSQBDLBHJOHMJLF
IPPUUPPXOBOEBMMUIFYUIBUNPTUPG
UIF.JOJ PFSBTPMVUJPOUPUIFQFBTBOU 
VTXJMMFWFSOFFE'SPNUIFSFUIPVHIJU
GSFTIFHHBOEQMPVHIFMETDFOBSJPMJLF
XBTEPXOIJMM
UIF$75IFUSVUIJTUIBUUIF1BOEB
5IF1BOEBVMUJNBUFMZEFTDFOEFEJOUP
XBTKVTUBOPUIFSTIBUDI CVUMFTT
TQFDJBMFEJUJPOIFMM BMUIPVHI*XPVME
TP5IFJOUFOUJPOTXFSFDFSUBJOMZ
GPSHJWFUIF#PCCZ.PPSFFOEPSTFE*UBMJB
HPPEBOEVTJOHUIFEFTJHOTFSWJDFTPG
BOZUIJOH CVUUIF'BOUBTJB %BODF 
(JPSHFUUP(JVHJBSPXBTJOTQJSFE5IF
#FMMB #JBODB 4FSHJP5BDDIJOJ 4PMBS7*1 
TJNQMJDJUZBOEFBTZBTTFNCMZPGUIF
.BEBHBTDBSTVHHFTUFEUIBUUIF1BOEB
PSJHJOBMNPEFMJTBENJSBCMF XJUIFBTJMZ
IBESVOPVUPGJEFBTBOEDVTUPNFST
TUBNQFEBUQBOFMT OPSBJOHVUUFST B
"UMFBTUUIF1BOEBDBNFCBDLXJUIB
BUXJOETDSFFO IBNNPDLTUZMFSFBS
DSFEJCMFCBOHJO
TFBUTBOEDPNNFSDJBMWFIJDMFMJLFTMBUT
8BUDIPVS#BOHFSUPSJBMTPO:PV5VCF

Have your say
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@Bangernomics

Over 7.5 million have
been made since it was
first launched.
Designer Giorgetto
Giugiaro
“The Panda is like a pair
of jeans, that simple,
practical, no frills piece of
clothing. I tried to bring
into this car the spirit of
military machinery,
especially helicopters, that
means light, rational,
built-for-purpose vehicles. “
The two-seat Panda
Elettra, introduced in 1990,
added an electric motor
and batteries replaced the
rear seats
When Pope John Paul II
visited Spain in 1982, he
rode in a specially built
SEAT Panda.

Free Car Mag owned an FSO for a bit

T

A Grand Panda-day out

he second edition of “Panda a Pandino”, the
international gathering of Panda owners from
all across Europe took place this summer. There
was a Panda for every day, as 365 of them met up in
Pandino, breaking all previous records and making it
the biggest Panda gathering the world has ever seen.
Guest of honour was the new Panda Waze, the most
socially connected Panda ever. To honour the special
guest, owners met up in front of Pandino Castle, the
striking 14th century hunting residence of the Visconti
family, where 200 Panda cars spelled out the words
“Panda Waze”, with the aid of colourful boards. A
lively procession then left the castle to parade 27km
through several nearby towns and villages. The event
originally started as little more than a joke in 2017
when a young Panda owner from the south of Italy
announced on Facebook her intention to drive with
her friends in their little car to the town in the north of
the country of the same name, Pandino. Word of
mouth and social media saw to the rest. On 18 June
2017, the official date of the first edition, more than
200 past and present Fiat Panda cars turned up from

all over Italy. Some of the proud participants of the
event were special enough to receive one of the 11
prizes offered by the organisers. Prizes were given out
to the best equipped Panda, the oldest Panda in show,
the Panda that came from furthest afield and the most
extravagant Panda. Proceeds from “Panda a Pandino
2018” will be used by Consulta dei Giovani, together
with various associations and the City of Pandino to
restructure recreational spaces for people with
disabilities.

For more used car information and buying tips bangernomics.com
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Classic Aircraft

Hi-Altitude
TheToyota Hilux Continues its Support for Flying Legends

F

ree Car Mag loves classic aircraft and needs no excuse to
reproduce a picture with a Hawker Hurricane in it. The
prescence of a Hi-Lux is as an added bonus. Indeed, the Toyota
Hilux returned to provide ground support for the annual Flying
Legends air show, one of the world’s premiere aviation events.
Visitors travelled from across the world to see the unique collection
of historic aircraft gathered at Duxford airfield, Cambridgeshire.
The event also coincided with the 50th anniversary of the making of
the film The Battle of Britain, which was shot on location at Duxford.
Loaned specially for the event, the Hilux supported ground crews
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tending the Spitfires, Hurricanes and Mustangs at the show, and
made light work of towing the aircraft into position. It was decorated
in a special aero livery that evoked the appearance of the classic
aircraft on display, including the famous Indian Head logo of The
Fighter Collection.
The weekend ran smoothly and enjoyed ideal air show weather of
clear blue skies. The show closed with a grand finale Balbo
formation, in which a number of WWII fighters took to
the skies in a mass fly-past salute. It was a truly wonderful weekend.

Miller Time

That’s a Douglas DC-3
the military version
became known as the
Dakota

The voice quartet “The Skylarks” and the Swing Dance Orchestra under Andrej Hermlin
will perform at the Mercedes-Benz Museum in a tribute to Glenn Miller

G

lenn Miller taught people to swing with his music, both in
times of war and peace. In December 1944, as a musical
entertainer for the US Army and the most popular American
musician of the Second World War, his plane crashed into the
English Channel in circumstances that have never been fully
explained. The biography of the famous band leader reflects this
year’s motto for the Stuttgart Music Festival – “War and Peace”. On
7 September 2018 his music can be heard in the Mercedes-Benz
Museum.
“In the Mood”, “Moonlight Serenade”, “Chattanooga Choo Choo”:
Everybody has heard the swing compositions and arrangements of
Glenn Miller. And we can all recall their unmistakable sound. The
voice quartet “The Skylarks” and the Swing Dance Orchestra under
Andrej Hermlin have dedicated themselves to a revival of the unique
Glenn Miller sound, and found international success. They perform
in the same outfits as the original band, with the same casual
elegance and infectious virtuosity.
“Modern architecture and classic vehicles are the right backdrop for
this musical programme,” says Alexandra Süß, a member of the
management team at the Mercedes-Benz Museum. “Music plays an
important part in our event calendar. We see ourselves as a cultural
venue, and are open to different musical genres.”
www.mercedes-benz-classic.com/museum
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Next Time
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Cover from as little as £20 per month.
Get an instant quote at motoreasy.com
“Having a large repair can be stressful.
MotorEasy were fantastic in dealing with
my case. I was kept up to date in a timely
manner and had full confidence in the
whole process.”

Excellent: 4.7/5

Leighton, March 2018
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Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO
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The smart way to run your car
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flyscreenqueen.co.uk
01760 441423
folding roller sliding and chain
screens for doors and windows for home
and business, diy kits only

